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The rise of nationalism and populism in liberal 
democracies, the cold responses to 
humanitarian crises, as well as Brexit, and 
Trump have hit hard against ideals and 
principles that international lawyers have long 
– maybe too long – taken for granted. 
Solidarity, humanitarianism, cooperation, 
trusteeship, and responsible leadership are 
under attack. What will be the consequences? 
What is at stake and for whom? Should 
international accommodate, or become a force 
of resistance? 

With the 30th Helsinki Summer Seminar, 
Volume 26 of the Finnish Yearbook of 
International Law (FYBIL) offers a forum for 
discussing and reflecting on these matters, 
debate the issues, and formulate solutions to 
perceived problems. 

Those interested in publishing an article in the 
special section of FYBIL Volume 26 (The Ideal 
of the International – Principles, Backlash and 
Resistance) should submit their manuscripts by 
31 December 2017. The manuscripts should 
not exceed 15,000 words in length including 
footnotes. 

 FYBIL honours and strengthens the Finnish 
tradition in international legal scholarship. 

While firmly grounded in traditional legal 
scholarship, FYBIL is open to contributions 
from all over the world and from all persuasions. 
It stands out as a forum for theoretically 
informed, inter-disciplinary, and high-quality 
publications on all aspects of public 
international law. 

Annual volumes of FYBIL include articles, 
shorter notes, commentaries, book reviews, and 
overviews of Finnish State practice. 

Submissions for the general and special sections 
of FYBIL undergo a double-blind review. The 
editorial board and renowned experts of various 
areas of international law will review the 
submissions’ intellectual quality and prospects 
for advancing academic debate. 

FYBIL accepts submissions for the general 
section continuously. 

All inquiries and materials should be sent to 
fybil@fsil.fi 
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